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Decorate a fireplace or ledge in your homeWelven to my home for Christmas! If you join us on the blog, thank you very much for joining me here! I'm so excited to be a part of the first. In my hop you will find some Christmas tricks and tips to have a handmade Christmas. So come, help yourself, and let
me show you, decorate a fireplace or ledge in your house I have more ideas on how to fix the fireplace in your home or, if you don't want to decorate the buffet in your dining room, they are all beautiful and different colors, but keep in mind that you can choose the one you like the most and you can see by
the colors that go with the Christmas decoration that you already have, so everything is uniform and beautiful, I hope you enjoyed it! And while our mantle is far from an obstacle, I am honored to join this amazing lady in spreading a small portion of the almonds of Chistmas! Blossoming green crumbs are
classic elements of the fireplace. The bright, shiny decor is perfect for a cozy family room. Shiny gold balls fit into an elegant space, such as a formal dining room or living room. After Boxing Day and heading out on New Year's Eve, stay away from traditional Christmas decorations to move on to
something more fun and colorful. Decorate the fireplace or ledge in your homeI'll change my decor to something like this fun crown, decorate a fireplace or ledge in your homeAdd fresh ensembles on the stairwell creates an elegant and festive look that brings the classic Christmas spirit to your home,
decorate a fireplace or ledge in your home you will need at least five closures, crowns, scissors and bows with white or white. At first I planned to use our nutcracker this year, but by closing the lid on the stage where we had them, I'm sure I heard deaf people cry... but came out a couple of them back! I
have more ideas on how to fix the fireplace in your home or, if you don't, decorate the buffet in your dining room, they are all beautiful and different colors, but keep in mind that you can choose the one you like the most and make it look like the colors that go with the Christmas decoration you already
have, so everything is uniform and beautiful I hope you enjoyed it! Also, on the other hand, gold and beige are very representative tones of time, so you won't spend hours trying to find the mechanisms that carry them, it will be much easier than you think. You need to be clear about what you want to give
your home, for example, modern, vintage, minimalist, classic and modern, and thus start working on the best Christmas decorations in beige and gold. In addition to the Christmas tree, fireplaces are the elements that best characterize the Christmas decoration of the house, according to this Today's
article we will present to you fifty models of halls with fireplaces decorated with Christmas motifs of different styles, do not miss this fantastic selection of images. Brown fireplaces with Christmas-inspired socks are usually placed in chimneys in the hope that Santa will show up at night to fill them with gifts,
but do you know where this legend comes from? According to one version, there was a man named Nicholas, who offered selfless help to a poor family, consists of a father and three daughters. The fireplace, decorated with Christmas decorations The family had accumulated debts and suffered threats
from the convecine, for which, if the family had not paid, the debt had to be paid by presenting three daughters. Another extended version said the three daughters wanted to get married but didn't have enough assets to fund the three weddings. The result in both stories is the same; St. Nicholas decides to

help the family by sneaking three gold coins through the fireplace, a classic hall with Christmas decoration, and they come to stop inside the socks that the three daughters hung in the fireplace to dry. It is for this reason that it is believed that smaller gifts are received directly from Santa Claus, while the
wrapped gifts found under the tree are those made by relatives. Hanging socks from the fireplace at Christmas If you are so lucky to have a fireplace, we recommend you decorate it with Christmas motifs of your taste and make it a warm and pleasant focus. Family dinner in front of fire and Christmas tree
lights provoke in all very positive feelings, so do not hesitate and turn your living room into a magical place during this Christmas, your guests will be delighted. The luxurious lounge, designed by Munger Interiors, makes it clear that when we think of charming guests and Christmas, the first thing we
visualize is a home and family assembled by a warm and cozy fireplace. Also decorated and that conveys the magic of Christmas. The decoration of the fireplace should be an extension of the decoration of the rest of the house, so the decorations should be perfectly combined with the ornaments of the
tree. Decoration of the fireplace with musical motifs for example, especially if it is located next to the fireplace. Those who do not have a fireplace but would like so much to have this beautiful symbol that is home and which has already become one of the symbols of true Christmas. A Christmas fireplace
created with cardboard boxes can be a truly original idea. Christmas decoration for classic salons to decorate the house or other spaces as well Used as the perfect Christmas decoration. To create this decorative fireplace you need some great cardboard boxes and they are all about the same size. The
basic structure would be a good idea to reinforce it with drawers inside and with other pieces of cardboard. The fireplace, decorated with Christmas lights, will make it more stable and the design will be more stable. This is very important because if the structure of the fireplace is strong, you can add other
decorations and the creation will be more finished. Cardboard boxes can be connected by duct tape. They need to be white to be able to draw bricks that will finish the fireplace effect. Christmas decoration for fireplaces If you do not have white boxes, just wrap the boxes with white sheets of paper and
draw bricks upstairs. Another very interesting idea is to cover boxes of gift paper with Christmas motifs. When the fireplace is ready, inside you can add LED lights of different colors that will illuminate it with magical light. Christmas decorations and motifs for the background salon can be put a sheet of
white paper with the image of a fire. Another perfect idea is to put on top of our decorative fireplace figurines of angels, Santa Claus and stars. Behind the fireplace on the wall you can put as a background sheet with a night sky full of stars. A decorative or true fireplace can be decorated with red and white
candles as white ones mean the innocence and red of Christmas. The fireplace, decorated with Christmas garland balls, can be hung at different heights of golden color, as the flame of fire will perfectly reflect in them. Another form of decoration is to put big stars and little girls and cones painted in
different colors. They bring a sense of nature, forests and a purely natural atmosphere and are full of peace. If the fireplace does not work, top it on both sides and down where the fire should be you can put candlesticks with red candles. Luxury fireplace with Christmas decoration When candles are lit,
they will have the same effect as fire. Whatever your idea for decorating the fireplace, you don't have to forget the most important aspect of the gifts. When the children wake up, the first thing they will look around is the gift fireplace. It is believed that while He sleeps, Santa will enter the chimney and leave
there the gifts of the most obedient children. Christmas decorations for Claro fireplaces, gifts for everyone, large and small, in bags or wrapped in paper, in socks or even in a large red bag. A beautiful detail depicting Santa's coat. The fireplace is a place where everyone will look for them, so you can
which is the most important place on this special day. Christmas decorations for the natural plant Christmas Garland Lounge When you have a fireplace in your living room or any other unit of the house you are forced to decorate it as it deserves. The fireplace itself is a very powerful focal point that
attracts the attention of visitors. If you decorate it properly you will make your home look much better. Here you can see 28 ideas to decorate the fireplace, which will allow you to update its decoration as a mantle and walls above it. A few simple vintage-looking bottles with tree branches, plants or a few
flowers are enough to decorate the mantle of this fireplace. Objects connected to the environment in one way or another are a good way to create the perfect decoration. It is also the perfect place to show off a good mirror. Here the TV was installed over the fireplace in a niche, allowing it to be hidden
when not in use. This recessed fireplace allows you to decorate the wall in a fairly normal manner since there is no typical highlight. A large canvas, placed on the shelf, allows you to take advantage of the high height of the ceilings. The mantle of the fireplace should be another place of the room, with a
similar decoration, so that it does not seem forced. Symmetry is a good resource in any position. Here the footage is taken advantage of and repeat the shape of the chimney. Collections always work anywhere at home. Also here on the fireplace is fantastic this collection of globes. Another good example
of the symmetry that gives the space of this living room great harmony. The consistency in the design of the fireplace is important to fit the rest of the room. In this example we see all the aspects discussed above gathered. The collection, symmetry and color are very well blocked. For this chimney large
boulders are nothing like pots with plants. Nature in full. Empty frames allow us to stack a good amount without producing a burden or burden. The mirror never lets us down. It's a great way to decorate the fireplace. Wood, brick and dried herbs form a trinity of very interesting materials. This large antique
mirror brings individuality and contrast with this cozy and warm space, garlands of metal pieces and letters enough to decorate this fireplace for the holiday. It's a striking mirror with its fantastic frame enough decoration for this fireplace. Candles, plants and a mirror. Another good combination that will
almost never work for us. Multi-layered decoration is always a little more risky, but if we work well, it can be perfect. Black and white photos are another interesting option. Crafts and the arts are another great contribution decorate our fireplace in a very personal way. During the festivities, and especially at
Christmas, the fireplace becomes the center of a typical holiday decoration. It is important to look at the forms as we see here in this example. Straight lines go very well with the floral shape of the mirror. The Christmas mantle is a good place to decorate with natural elements like this garland of branches
and lights. This large mirror illuminates and gives space to this rich space, endowed with several but luxurious elements. A few, simple but well-chosen objects are enough to decorate our fireplace. The organic lines of this mirror help break the excessive vertical of this living room. Be.
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